This paper introduces a common conceptual framework for the definition and interpretation of correlation coefficients in terms of degree of similarity (i.e., closeness to identity) between scaled scores (e.g., ranks, percentiles, or z-scores). It is suggested that this framework facilitates the teaching and understanding of the correlation concept by pointing to the conceptual equivalence among various correlation coefficients. The model is illustrated in the specific case of ranks, z-scores and percentiles.
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t=l where n is the number of individuals in the population. Do is a measure of the discrepancy between the two matched sets of scaled scores, 0(X) and 0(Y). As the set of (0.,., 0y) pairs represents an empirical relation, D~ can be seen also as the departure of this relation from the identity relation, given by 0.,. = 0.,. for each i.
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Unlike D 2 between raw scores, D~ necessarily has a finite range. The minireal value of D~ (DO = 0) pertains only if the two matched sets are identical (i.e., Cohen, 1975) , and for percentiles D-/,,,, ' = 3333. I
The Proportional Discrepancy Between Two Matched Sets of Scaled Scores
The finite range of D~ allows for the conceptualization and definition of a "proportional discrepancy" measure, A~, which, by definition, ranges between 0 and I: r. is a negative linear transfornmtion of the dissimilarity measure A~ and, therefore, can be interpreted as a measure o1' the similarity between 0(X) and 0(Y) (i.e., their closeness to identity), r o is maximal (I) when A~ is mininml (0), and it is minimal (-I) when A~ is maximal (1). Equation (4) illustrates the application of equation (3) to z-scores. The generalization to ranks and percentiles follows trivially.
r.= 1 -2A~= 1 -~D~=n which is Pealson s correlations.
Discussion
According to the conceptual framework introduced in this paper, a correlation coefficient r. can be defined as a negative linear transformation of the degree of 0-score proportional dissimilarity (A~) between two matched sets of scores, X and Y, and interpreted as a measure of the degree of 0-score similarity between them (i.e., the closeness of the relation between 0(X) and 0(Y) to identity). It should be emphasized that the suggested interpretation does not involve the concept of regression. This is best illustrated by the fact that, geometrically, r 0 reflects the closeness of the scatter plot of 0(X) and 0(Y) to the identity (rather than the regression) line, which is common to all 0-scores and known in advance of the empirical relation.
Because identity can be meaningfully defined only between variables expressed on a common metric, the suggested definition and interpretation of correlations does not involve the original raw variables X and Y but rathe," their scaled values, 0(X) and 0(Y) (e.g., z-scores, ranks, percentiles). The various correlation coefficients (e.g., r~, rR, rt, , respectively), are, therefore, conceptually identical; they differ only in terms of the intended interpretation of the X and Y values (i.e., interval or ordinal) and the specific scale used to represent this interpretation (e.g., ranks o, percentiles). When the interval or ordinal interpretation of raw scores is the only intended interpretation, the various correlations exhaust the similarity between X and Y.
The proposed conceptualization is guided by the notion of discrepancy (D 2) between two matched sets of scores expressed on a common metric. Clearly, D 2 is not a new concept, and its relation to r is well known. 2 In fact, D 2 underlies the definition of Spearman's rank correlation coefficient and its relation to Pearson's r has been pointed out in several contexts. For example, Rulon (1939) suggested a short-cut computation of the standard error of measurement of a test by means of the standard deviation of the difference betweeq the (raw) scores on the halves of the test (i.e., o-,i = v'-D -5) and showed that, assuming that o',~ = o'~, (where a and b denote the two halves of a test), o'~t is a function of the correlation between the half scores: ~r~ = 2o',~(I -r,i,). Various versions of D 2 are commonly used in the measurement of pattern or profile similarity. Cronbach and Gleser (1953) note that when similarity is measured in k -2 space, that is, when the scores of the two profiles are standardized (a usage that they dispute), "a Q correlation based on raw scores gives the same result as obtaining D from scores standardized within profiles. Correlation is thus a special case of the D measure" (p. 763).
The contribution of this paper does not lie, therefore, ill the conceptualization of D 2 or its connection to r. Rather, the proposed framework takes advantage of the finite range of D 2 in the special case of scaled scores 3 in order to define a psychologically intuitive, metric-free, absolute scale of dissimilarity (A~), common to all types of 0-scores. In turn, A~ provides the basis for the definition of correlation as a (negative) measure of 0-score dissimilarity (i.e., as a derived measure) and its interpretation in terms of degree of similarity. At the same time, however, the conceptualization of A o raises the issue of the justification for the very derivation of r, especially in view of the toll involved in moving from "0-score dissimilarity" to "0-score similarity" (i.e., from A o to ro), namely, the loss of the absolute and ratio properties of A o (r o, which is a negative linear function of A~, is an interval scale). In the absence of A~, the conversion of D z to r could be justified as the only way to express dissimilarity on a metric-free scale. As noted by Cattell (1949) in the context of the measurement of pattern similarity. "we seek a statistic that is quantitatively more similar to the correlation coefficient .... This will equal unity when [dis]agreement ... is perfect, zero when agreement is no greater than chance [i.e., D. z = 2; p. 287.1 and will approach -I as the disagreement becomes as great as it call be" (pp. 258, 286-287) . A~] provides an alternative to r for this purpose, which is psychometrically, however perhaps not psychologically, preferable to r.
Finally, it should be noted that both A~ and its linear transformation r 0 are based on the specific definition of discrepancy between two 0-scores in terms of the squared difference between them (d2). Clearly, this is not the only possible definition of discrepancy and perhaps not the most intuitive one. Other definitions, notably the absolute difference ]d] are possible, 4 each resulting in different valves of D O , A 0 and r 0. In other words, the various known correlation coefficients represent but one of many possible "families" of measures of 0-score similarity, and different "correlations" can be defined on the basis of different definitions of 0-score discrepancy. Similarly, the variance of a distribution can be defined as half the mean square of all possible variate differences (Kendall & Stuart, 1977, p. 48) .
3 Note that the finite nature of D~ is specific to 0-scores rather than a "general" characteristic of discrepancy scales. As noted by Cronbach and Gleser (1953) in the context of the measurement of similarity between profiles, "if we are dealing with variates having an unlimited range then ... we see no reason wily the measure of separation [i.e., D z] should have a limit, 'Complete dissimilarity of persons" is an indefinable concept" (p. 462). Maximal dissimilarity is, therefore, specific to 0-scores. Hence A~ and its derivative r~ are also meaningful only ill this context.
